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Green Hills supports NXP radar processors
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BMW, Qualcomm and Arriver
partner on automated driving
BMW, Qualcomm and
Arriver have joined
forces to co-develop automated driving (AD) systems.
The cooperation combines BMW’s AD stack
with Arriver’s vision perception and NCap drive
policy products on Qualcomm’s system-on-chip,
with the goal of designing
automated driving functions spanning NCap levels two and three.
The companies will
focus on joint development of AD technologies
ranging from NCap leveltwo adas to level-three
highly automated driving.
The co-development of
software is based on the
current BMW automated
driving software stack

first launched with the
BMW iX in 2021, which
will be extended through
this cooperation.
Nicolai Martin, senior
vice president at BMW,
said: “To enable sophisticated and safe functionalities in a vehicle you need
state-of-the-art software
in all components of the
digital value chain. This
forms the backbone for
intelligent driver assistance systems.”
BMW’s
automated
driving system will be
ported on the Snapdragon
Ride vision SoC including Arriver computer vision and the Snapdragon
Ride platform’s compute
SoC controllers managed
by the Snapdragon car-tocloud services platform.

Cooperation on autonomous vehicle development

The efforts will focus
on creating a scalable
platform for automated
driving based on a common reference architecture, sensor-set specifications and safety requirements with joint development, toolchain and a
data centre for reprocessing and simulation.
“Building on already
commercialised
stack
components from BMW
and Arriver, this cooperation will position us to extend BMW automated
drive software to the
Snapdragon Ride platform, and expand the accessibility
of
safer
self-driving technologies
to other automakers and
tier-ones in an open, flexible and scalable deployment framework,” said
Nakul Duggal, SVP at
Qualcomm.
The cooperation will
see over 1400 specialists
working together in Germany, USA, Sweden,
China and Romania, and
the BMW AD test centre
in the Czech Republic.
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Green Hills Software is
supporting imaging radar
processors from NXP targeting adas and autonomous applications.
Through a technology
partnership, the companies are offering an integrated and scalable way
to bring together the NXP
S32R45 dedicated 16nm
imaging radar processor
with the pre-certified
safety and security of the
Integrity real-time operating system and software
development tools from
Green Hills.
The common software
and hardware architecture
spanning the S32R45 and
S32R41 radar processors
enables OEMs and tierones to develop and reuse
radar software targeting
autonomous driving levels two-plus to five.
“Imaging radar has
emerged as a premier
sensing modality that provides object detection and
the classification of road
users, enhances driver assistance systems, and
helps enable autonomous
driving,” said Steffen
Spannagel, vice president
at NXP. “The combination of NXP’s radar processors S32R45 and
S32R41 and the Green
Hills rtos and software
development tools enables car makers and tierones to bring 4D imaging
radar’s benefits to a large
number of vehicles while

easing the development
of radar software.”
The combination features a complete, powerefficient and scalable
hardware and software
platform for developing
and deploying production-quality, high-performance radar processing
applications.

The Integrity rtos’ compact microkernel provides
flexible multicore scheduling options for the Arm
Cortex-A53 core and requires no external memory, saving costs. It is
certified to ISO 26262
Asil D and complies with
the ISO 21434 automotive security standard.

The μ-Velosity is a tiny
and simple rtos suitable
for the Cortex-M7 core
complex.
The Multi integrated
development environment is qualified to Asil C
and D and helps developers find and fix difficult
bugs, reducing the time to
production.

Keeping motorbikes stable in traffic

It can be scary riding a motorbike through heavy traffic, but Intellias may
have the answer. The provider of software development services has
unveiled a concept for self-stabilisation of motorcycles and scooters.
This technology could even enable them to manoeuvre without a
driver, thanks to a hardware-independent software architecture that can
be combined with various sensor types and vehicle classes.
Driving at speeds up to 20km/h or in narrow lanes can be made easier.
Self-balancing scooters are not only suitable for last-kilometre delivery
services, but also for riders with little experience, for example tourists on
sightseeing tours or tenants of city scooters.
The bike is equipped with sensors to detect the degree and speed of
tipping. The software calculates and triggers the necessary counter
movement of the handlebars to straighten and stabilise it in real time.
“Self-stabilising two-wheelers can contribute to making inner-city
traffic safer and better by protecting vulnerable road users, such as
scooter riders,” said Oleksandr Odukha, Intellias vice president.

40: Contact details
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Rohm SiC mosfet aids
charging on Lucid Air
A silicon carbide (SiC)
mosfet from Rohm is
being used in the Lucid
Air luxury electric vehicle.
The Wunderbox, the
main on-board charging
unit in the Lucid Air,
integrates a DC-DC converter and the bi-directional on-board charger
(OBC), where a power
factor correction circuit
can operate at high
switching frequencies
thanks to the performance
of the SiC mosfet.
The improved performance at high frequency
and high temperature of
the SCT3040K and
SCT3080K mosfets have

helped Lucid reduce the
size of the design and reduce power losses, which
results in high charging
efficiency.
Californian
firm
Lucid’s mission is to inspire the adoption of sustainable
energy
by
creating captivating electric vehicles, centred
around the human experience.
The company’s first car,
Lucid Air, is a luxury
sedan underpinned by
race-proven technology.
Customer deliveries of
Lucid Air, which is produced at Lucid’s factory
in Arizona, are underway.
The Lucid Air was

Nvidia and Foretellix combine simulation and validation

Lucid Air uses Rohm SiC mosfet

named the 2022 MotorTrend Car of the Year.
When connected to DC
fast chargers, the car
takes approximately 22
minutes to deliver a
charge that will let it
cover 480km.

Hyundai and Uniphy collaborate on smart HMIs
Hyundai Motor and Uniphy are working together
to develop freeformconforming,
smart
human-machine interfaces (HMls) to improve
the driver and passenger
experience.
The companies will be
harnessing
Uniphy’s
patented Canvya 3D
smart-surface technology
to produce an innovative
in-car user interface. The
collaboration will combine Hyundai’s automotive
expertise
with
Uniphy’s technological
approach.
“Hyundai
considers
Uniphy’s 3D smart sur3, April 2022

face to be unique and enabling, because it has the
advanced capabilities to
combine the richest range
of HMI features, based on
intrinsic properties of
Uniphy’s patented technology,” said Firat Tapti,
body interior engineer at
Hyundai’s
European
technical centre. “This allows the easy realisation
of 3D smart surfaces
while also giving product
designers creative freedom.”
The 3D smart-surface
uses algorithms to let
standard materials and
mainstream manufacturing processes be deployed

to deliver feature-rich and
freeform 3D smart interfaces. It enables designers
to create HMIs that are
intuitive and natural,
while delivering robustness and remaining economical.
The technology unifies
non-conductive, finger
pressure touch sensing
with the integration of
physical HMI features including dials, buttons and
sliders. It supports haptic
feedback, touch-gesture
and proximity recognition
while being able to host
proprietary or third-party
HMI features including
voice user interfaces.

The
SiC
mosfet
switched OBC can deliver up to 19.2kW AC
charging, adding up to
128km of range per hour.
“It was important for
Lucid to form strategic
alignments with key EV
power device suppliers to
ensure our future success,” said Eric Bach, senior vice president at
Lucid. “Rohm is one of
the world’s leading suppliers of SiC technology,
with strong technical support.”
Kazuhide Ino, Rohm’s
managing executive officer, added: “We are excited to help Lucid
develop systems for electric vehicles that maximise the potential of
Rohm’s SiC mosfets.
Rohm will continue to
strengthen its SiC device
line. New products soon
to be added include gate
driver ICs that maximise
device performance.”
Vehicle Electronics

Pairing Nvidia’s simulation tools with the Foretellix validation platform
can reduce development
costs and help autonomous vehicle makers
get to market faster.
“Foretify is an industry
leading tool for validation
and verification,” said
Zvi Greenstein, general
manager at Nvidia.
“Nvidia Drive Sim is a
scalable, physically based
platform for AV simulation. By combining the
two, developers can have
access to the most advanced toolchain to accelerate the development
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and deployment of autonomous vehicles.”
The traditional approach to automotive testing, involving real-world
driving of pre-production
test vehicles, is a capital
and time-intensive process that does not scale.
With the increasing complexity of adas and AV
systems, it is practically
impossible to encounter
the rare and dangerous
scenarios needed for
comprehensive
autonomous vehicle validation and verification.
However, this is where
the combined power of

the Drive Sim virtual simulator and Foretellix’s
Foretify verification and
validation platform can
expose bugs, edge cases
and unknowns more efficiently and faster.
The combination is
based on Foretify’s ability
to generate and orchestrate a massive number of
meaningful tests. The
tests are propelled into
Drive Sim, where a physically realistic simulation
of the test is conducted
and challenges the instructions that the adas
and AV stack meets the
situation in the tests.

Foretify orchestrates the
tests and can control them
dynamically to ensure
that each test is conducted
as planned. The results of
the tests, including KPIs,
are sent back to Foretify
for analysis and optimisation, allowing development teams to run these
tests regressions again
until a safe, successful result is achieved.
Drive Sim provides an
end-to-end simulation
platform architected from
the ground up to run
large-scale, physicallybased multi-sensor simulation.
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Vehicle acoustics company leaves
stealth mode after five years’ R&D
Audio technology company Warwick Acoustics
has exited stealth mode
and entered the automotive audio sector following a five-year R&D
programme.
Proven in premium
headphone applications,
the company has now
demonstrated that its
electrostatic loudspeaker
technology can reproduce
immersive listening experiences in vehicles.
This automotive-grade
technology offers particularly benefits in electric
vehicles as it provides up
to 75% power and weight
savings.
It has a rapidly growing
portfolio of fundamental
patents on electrostatic
transducer design characteristics and manufacturing processes.
The firm’s electroacoustic panels use 100%

by mass upcycled and recyclable materials. Additionally, they do not use
any unsustainable rare
earth elements. And they
offer automotive designers and engineers freedom
over
speaker
location and cabin integration.
Unlike conventional
speakers, the panels can
be moulded into diverse
form factors and incorporated into almost all interior surface designs. This
creates additional space
within vehicle interiors
for passengers, as well as
freedom for manufacturers to innovate visual interior designs.
“We believe that our
revolutionary technology
is capable of transforming
premium audio within the
automotive
sector
through both the extraordinary acoustic quality

Mike Grant: “It is exciting to exit stealth mode.”
delivered to consumers,
and the multifarious and
significant benefits for
OEMs,” said Mike Grant,
CEO of Warwick Acoustics. “It is exciting to finally exit stealth mode
after many years of intense R&D.”
He said it was always
clear it was in the automotive sector where the
initial significant opportunity lay.

Panels can be incorporated into interior surface designs
5, April 2022

“The relevance and
value of our technology
have only increased as the
transition of the sector to
sustainable technology
quickly accelerates,” said
Grant. “The substantial
improvements we have
made in terms of weight
saving and power reduction become even more
compelling with EVs
than ICE-powered vehicles. In addition, the sustainable benefits of our
speakers in terms of the
use of upcycled and recyclable materials is a
game-changer for OEMs
who are all rapidly seeking to decarbonise their
supply bases.”
A spin-out of the School
of Engineering at Warwick University in the
UK, Warwick Acoustics
is now headquartered at a
facility in the Mira Technology Park.
Vehicle Electronics
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Rogers goes to college for 5G C-V2X research

NI acquires
Heinzinger
National Instruments (NI)
has acquired the electric
vehicle systems business
of
German
firm
Heinzinger, a specialist in
high-current and highvoltage power systems.
This should help automotive engineers quickly
integrate Heinzinger’s
power electronics equipment into their battery
cells and labs.
As car makers ramp up
electric powertrain technologies and speed development cycles, these
capabilities coupled with
NI’s software could be
critical in rapidly scaling
production while driving
down costs and ensuring
performance and safety.
The move from combustion to electric vehicles has created problems
for OEMs. Global supply
chain issues and aggressive delivery targets make
the transition to EVs
more difficult and costly.
At the same time, consumer safety concerns
have increased emphasis
on test to ensure the performance of batteries
throughout their lifetime.
By providing critical
power level test, NI plans
to enable automotive engineers to test for safety,
performance and durability and emulate realworld scenarios even
when a physical battery
prototype is not available.
7, April 2022

Marelli digital cockpit using Blackberry technology

Blackberry and Marelli
expand collaboration
on cockpits in China
Blackberry and Marelli
are expanding their collaboration in China to develop cockpit technology.
This follows collaborations focused on digital
cluster developments in
2016 and 2018.
Marelli has chosen the
Blackberry QNX Neutrino rtos and hypervisor
to power its cockpit domain controller, an in-vehicle system featuring
infotainment and digital
cluster functions.
The rtos has been
adopted across a number
of Marelli’s in-production
projects in China, and the
expanded working relationship between the two
companies aims to accelerate the deployment of
integrated digital cockpits
for OEMs.
The QNX software lets

Marelli’s cockpit controller consolidate multiple systems with mixed
criticality and different
operating environments
onto a single hardware
and software platform, reducing the initial development and long-term
costs of ownership while
still ensuring high standards of functional safety
and security.
“We are pleased to expand our long-term collaboration with Marelli to
further empower the automotive industry and our
customers across the
world,” said John Wall,
senior VP at Blackberry.
“Together, we will continue to deliver innovative, integrated and
intelligent next-generation cockpit technology to
the market.”

Canadian telco Rogers
Communications
has
signed a two-year partnership with Sheridan
College to focus on 5G
autonomous vehicle research and development.
The collaboration will
involve studying the potential of integrating navigation, diagnostics and
infotainment systems into
autonomous
vehicles
over 5G wireless technologies and networks,
and research into the
areas of intelligent transport systems in a multi-

user environment.
“Sheridan is thrilled to
partner with Rogers on
this exciting new research,” said Andrea England, vice provost of
research at Sheridan. “Together, we have an opportunity to lead autonomous
vehicle research and innovation in Canada that
will make meaningful
economic impacts, while
providing our students
relevant problem-solving
skills and expertise for
their career path.”
Researchers and stu-

dents will use machinelearning techniques combined
with
traffic
modelling and simulations to generate insights
into how to deliver innovative services to drivers
and prepare a roadmap
for autonomous vehicles
operating on 5G networks.
The research will focus
on in-car non-driving systems in autonomous vehicles such as navigation,
diagnostics and infotainment and will explore
connectivity with intelli-

gent transport systems
using cellular V2X.
“5G innovation is opening up a whole new world
of opportunities for Canadians and businesses and
our partnership with
Sheridan continues to
build on our strong partner ecosystem,” said
Jorge Fernandes, chief
technology officer at
Rogers Communications.
“Sheridan College is
world-renowned, and we
look forward to joining
forces with their researchers and students.”

Navya backs autonomous shuttles in Saudi Arabia

Blackberry and Marelli
began co-developing embedded cockpit systems
for four Chinese car makers in 2016. In 2018, the
two companies extended
the collaboration to use
the QNX platform in
Marelli’s electronic systems cockpit and digital
cluster.
“Being original, distinctive innovators and firstclass integrators in the
automotive
industry,
Marelli meets the highest
standards in safety and
security requirements,”
said David Fan, president
of Marelli in China. “A
strong collaboration between Blackberry and
Marelli allows us to provide a safe, secure and reliable digital cockpit for
Chinese OEMs and auto
manufacturers.”

French mobility company
Navya is supporting the
implementation of autonomous vehicles in
Saudi Arabia.
The projects relate to
the deployment of selfdriving electric and
shared shuttles for the
transportation of people,
together with the deployment of electric tractors
for the transportation of
goods at airports and industrial sites.
The agreement aims
at implementing pilot
projects, validating usecases, defining regulations and building up
local competencies to
prepare and speed up the
large-scale deployment of
fleets of level-four autonomous vehicles over
the whole of the Arabian
peninsula. It will support
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Saudi Arabia, already a
smart cities pioneer, to
become one of the first
markets to deploy large
shuttle fleets on its territory.
The carbon-free, shared
fleets will play a role in
the building of cities of
the future, providing
clean air and a better
quality of life, in accordance with the country’s
Vision 2030.
Navya’s share of the autonomous mobility market for people stands at
75% in the GCC countries, including six shuttles in operation in Saudi
Arabia. The company has
200 shuttles in operation
across the world.
The agreement, together with the support
provided by Saudi Arabia, will let Navya de-

velop first and last kilometre use cases in town
centres, smart cities, airports, theme parks and industrial sites.
“We look forward to the
start of a fruitful collaboration with Saudi Arabia
to speed up the deployment of new fleets for
people and goods and to
contribute to the building

of an autonomous and
shared future,” said Sophie Desormière, CEO of
Navya. “Ecological and
connected transportation
will not only advance mobility, but also benefit the
whole community. The
agreement will bring us
closer to achieving our vision of the mobility of the
future on a large scale.”

Sophie Desormière signs the agreement
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BMW, DT and Valeo test
automated valet parking
Deutsche
Telekom,
BMW and Valeo have
performed an automated
valet parking proof-ofconcept.
This was enabled via
application programming
interfaces (APIs) defined
in the international
Camara project and available in public 5G networks.
The 5G networks introduce functions that allow
the operator to offer
specific programmable
capabilities. Deutsche
Telekom provides these
network capabilities to its
customers through APIs.
These interfaces are
easy to use and tailored
for use cases that benefit
its customers.
To validate and demonstrate the benefits of network capabilities and the
exposed APIs, the part-

ners developed a proofof-concept for automated
valet parking in a public
parking garage in the centre of Munich.
A BMW driver dropped
the car at the entrance of
the parking garage. The
car then drove automatically without any human
interaction to the next
free parking space. The
BMW was controlled by
a backend from Valeo that
connected over the public
5G network of Deutsche
Telekom.
It delivered reliability
and stable latency to ensure the necessary safety
requirements.
Deutsche Telekom provides tailored network
APIs. The data packets
are transferred with always the same delay even
under high load conditions (stable low latency)

or the bandwidth is kept
on the same level even
under high load (stable
bandwidth).
During car manoeuvres,
the data connection is prioritised against other data
connections in the same
mobile cell.
Network slicing with
integrated APIs will be a
future option to fulfil
these requirements in an
adaptable way.
“Deutsche Telekom is
advancing 5G service innovation for our customers,” said Claudia
Nemat, board member at
Deutsche Telekom:. “Together with strong partners, we develop use
cases to take the full advantage of 5G capabilities. We initiated the
recently launched Ca-

mara project with the objective to create common
network APIs and address
enterprise customer demand. By this we can ensure seamless experience
across different networks
and countries.”
Nicolai Martin, senior
vice president at BMW,
added: “BMW sees the
activities in the telecommunications industry with
5G as a central enabler
for many innovative automotive features and also
for automated valet parking. The aim is to build a
standardised and interoperable automated valet
parking ecosystem.”
And Marc Vrecko, business group president at
Valeo, said: “The communication between infrastructure and cars is a
safety critical element.
This automated valet
parking relies in part on
Valeo systems in the
parking infrastructure.”

Renesas resumes production after earthquake
Renesas has fully reopened two of the three
chip plants it closed due
to the earthquake in Japan
and the third was expected to be back online
by the end of March.
Renesas initially closed
the Naka, Takasaki and
Yonezawa factories.
The Takasaki and
Yonezawa factories have
both reopened. However,
there was some damage
9, April 2022

to work in progress at the
time of the earthquake.
Reopening the Naka
factory was delayed due
to some equipment failures.
As we went to press, it
had reached fifty per cent
of pre-earthquake production and was on target to
hit full production by the
end of March.
• Renesas marches on,
see pages 29 to 34.
Automated valet parking in Munich car park
Vehicle Electronics

Hackers can fool sensors into
seeing objects at wrong distance
Researchers at Duke University in North Carolina
have shown hackers can
fool standard autonomous
vehicle sensors into believing nearby objects are
closer or further than they
appear.
The research suggests
that adding optical 3D capabilities or the ability to
share data with nearby
cars may be necessary to
protect autonomous cars
from attacks.
The most common locating technology used by
today’s autonomous car
companies combines 2D
data from cameras and
3D data from lidar.
This has proven robust
against a wide range of
attacks that attempt to
fool the visual system
into seeing the world incorrectly. At least, until
now.
“Our goal is to understand the limitations of
existing systems so that
we can protect against attacks,” said Miroslav
Pajic, professor of electrical and computer engineering at Duke. “This
research shows how
adding just a few data
points in the 3D point
cloud ahead or behind of
where an object actually
is, can confuse these systems into making dangerous decisions.”
Vehicle Electronics

The area vulnerable to attacks stretches in front
of a camera’s lens in the shape of a frustum
The attack strategy
works by shooting a laser
gun into a car’s lidar sensor to add false data
points to its perception. If
those data points are
wildly out of place with
what a car’s camera is
seeing, previous research
has shown the system can
recognise the attack. But
the new research shows
3D lidar data points carefully placed within a certain area of a camera’s 2D
field of view can fool the
system.
This vulnerable area
stretches out in front of a
camera’s lens in the shape
of a frustum, a 3D pyramid with its tip sliced off.
In the case of a forwardfacing camera mounted

on a car, this means a few
data points placed in front
of or behind another
nearby car can shift the
system’s perception of it
by several metres.
“This so-called frustum
attack can fool adaptive
cruise control into thinking a vehicle is slowing
down or speeding up,”
Pajic said. “And by the
time the system can figure out there’s an issue,
there will be no way to
avoid hitting the car without aggressive manoeuvres that could create
even more problems.”
According to Pajic,
there is not much risk of
somebody taking the time
to set up lasers on a car or
roadside object to trick

individual vehicles passing by on the highway.
That risk increases, however, in military situations
where single vehicles can
be high-value targets.
And if hackers could find
a way of creating these
false data points virtually
instead of requiring physical lasers, many vehicles
could be attacked at once.
The path to protecting
against these attacks,
Pajic said, is added redundancy. For example, if
cars had stereo cameras
with overlapping fields of
view, they could better estimate distances and notice lidar data that do not
match their perception.
Another option is to develop systems in which
cars close to one another
share some of their data.
Physical attacks are not
likely to be able to affect
many cars at once and,
because different brands
of cars may have different
operating systems, a
cyber attack is not likely
to be able to hit all cars
with a single blow.
“With all of the work
that is going on in this
field, we will be able to
build systems that you
can trust your life with,”
Pajic said. “It might take
ten or more years, but I’m
confident that we will get
there.”
April 2022, 10
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NXP and Hitachi design
SiC modules for e-mobility
NXP and Hitachi are collaborating on a power
module to accelerate silicon carbide (SiC) adoption in e-mobility.
The work combines
NXP’s GD3160 isolated
gate driver and Hitachi’s
RoadPak SiC power
modules to bring efficient, reliable and functionally safe e-powertrains to market more
quickly.
The project aims to provide more efficient, reliable and functionally safe
SiC mosfets for powertrain inverters comprised
of NXPs gate drivers and
Hitachi’s RoadPak power
modules.
Compared with traditional silicon IGBTs, SiC
mosfet power devices
offer electric vehicle
makers the ability to increase the range and overall efficiency of their
systems.
Enabled by power
semiconductor modules
and isolated gate drivers,
they
provide
faster
switching speeds, lower
turn-on resistance and reduced thermal dissipation
that can help drive down
the size and cost of an
electric vehicle’s powertrain inverter and lower
the required capacity of
the battery pack, extending the vehicle’s range.
“Working with Hitachi
Vehicle Electronics

SiC can increase the range of EVs
has allowed us to highlight the efficiency and
range benefits of SiC
mosfets for e-mobility,”
said Robert Li, VP at
NXP. “By pairing the
GD3160 with the Hitachi

RoadPak SiC module, we
aim to reduce the transition time from evaluation
to performance optimisation of SiC mosfets used
in traction inverters.”
Hitachi has been lever-

aging its technology and
experience in the industrial and transportation
segments to develop its
RoadPak automotive SiC
modules. The half-bridge
power module incorporates 1.2kV SiC mosfets,
integrated cooling pinfins and low inductance
connections in a small
form factor. They can
support applications from
e-buses and electric passenger vehicles to Formula-E race cars.
“We are pleased to be
collaborating with NXP
to improve the performance of e-mobility with
faster and low-loss
switching,” said Rainer
Kaesmaier, managing director of Hitachi Energy’s
semiconductor business.

Kaspersky integrates Airbiquity to secure OTA updates
Kaspersky has integrated
its SDK for smart car applications with the Airbiquity OTAmatic overthe-air (OTA) software
management platform.
With this integration,
developers of ECU applications based on Kaspersky’s automotive adaptive
platform can manage the
secure delivery of software updates for their applications remotely.
OTA technology allows
centralised orchestration
and automation of software updates and settings
to multiple connected vehicle ECUs. With the rising number of smart cars,
the demand for OTA up-

date capability is increasing, with 19% OTA market growth forecasted.
Additionally,
while
OTA technology is becoming essential for
smart vehicle software
developers, the security
requirements for OTA are
also increasing.
Last year, the UNECE
published security regulation UN R156 with a provision for software
updates and software updates management systems for vehicles, which
will become mandatory
for all new vehicles in
2024.
OTAmatic
provides
users of Kaspersky’s plat-

form with a software
management platform for
software update campaigns with specific device
targeting
and
discrete policy and privacy control. Software
update management is
enabled for applications
in various smart car
ECUs where the Kaspersky SDK can be used
such as telematics control
units, V2X communications, adas and digital
cockpits.
Software update security is ensured with the
OTAmatic implementation of Uptane, which has
been designed for the automotive market.
April 2022, 12
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Ansible Motion
reveals full details
of its latest
driver-in-the-loop
(DIL) simulator

D

DELTA VARIANT
13, April 2022
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esigned to validate the
technologies needed to
enable megatrends of
electrification, autonomy and
driver assistance, as well as HMI
and vehicle dynamics, the
production version of Ansible
Motion’s Delta S3 DIL simulator
is said to be its most sophisticated,
high-performance, dynamic
driving simulator to date.
It aims to satisfy a growing
demand for high-fidelity, highdynamic, human-centric vehicle
simulations in both road and
motorsport applications.
Designed and manufactured inhouse in Norfolk, UK, the all-new
SMS2 Stratiform motion system
is at the heart of the Delta S3’s
dynamic capabilities, delivering
what is said to be a refined
physical experience. The scalable
architecture also means it can be
built and delivered in multiple
sizes, making it suitable for a
broad range of automotive
product development use cases
such as expert driver assessments,
chassis dynamics, powertrain
driveability, adas and active safety
function calibration, V2X studies,
and HMI design evaluations.
Drawing on feedback from a
customer base that includes global
OEMs and tier-one suppliers and
more than a decade of simulator
development in the field, the
Delta S3 delivers accelerations
beyond 1G, velocities above 5m/s
April 2022, 14
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and a claimed class-leading
frequency response.
The simulator is capable of full
360˚ dynamic yaw rotations, and a
set of engineered linear rails –
scalable from four to ten metres in
length – enables sustained,
independent sway and surge
motions for a more immersive and
representative experiences for
manoeuvres such as aggressive
lane changing and autonomous
parking, and anything in between.
Another key innovation is its
patent pending mechanism that
carries the cabin. This system
offers a further three degrees of
freedom – heave, pitch and roll –
to the vehicle motion profile.
Crucially, this design means a
vehicle cabin up to 500kg can be
exercised dynamically in all six
degrees of freedom, the maximum
possible for defining the motion
of a body, at any point.
This avoids the usual, complex
interactions between multiple
motion controllers in the control

15, April 2022

system, which can lead to
inconsistencies in the motion
depending on the current position
or velocity of the vehicle, and it
eliminates the drastic reductions
in usable motion space that can
occur with parallel motion
systems. It also reduces the
complexity of controlling and
tuning the motion system for
different use cases.
This has practical implications.
The proprietary motion control
system means human evaluators
can experience the full range of
vehicle behaviour from lowdynamic to high-dynamic with
smooth, nuanced motion and
extremely low latency. This is
mission critical when real people
wish to participate in virtual test
drives so they can safely and
efficiently evaluate tomorrow’s
vehicles today.
“Our new Delta series S3
addresses a requirement from both
OEMs and tier ones for a highly
capable and versatile driving

simulator – a single virtual
environment that delivers
everything needed to convincingly
engage real people with the
automotive product development
process, early and often,
sometimes well before prototype
vehicles exist,” said Ansible
Motion director Kia Cammaerts.
“We have always focussed on
achieving high-dynamic and highfidelity motion for all six degrees
of freedom that define a vehicle’s
movement. The new Delta series
S3 simulator expands on this in all
areas, ensuring it’s a dependable
tool that meets the demands
necessary to validate future
automotive technologies.”
With simulation now a key
enabler for vehicle manufacturers
to develop their ever-increasing
range of new vehicle technologies
and advancements, the Delta S3
can be used as a single tool to
support the varied requirements of
OEMs around the globe.
Vehicle dynamics and chassis
development engineers may
welcome its ability to achieve
high dynamic responses in heave,
pitch and roll, while the linear
rails provide the opportunity to do
1:1 motion cueing for lane change
manoeuvres, and the rapid
changes of direction for
developing onboard safety
technologies such as stability
control and collision avoidance.
For validating urban driving
systems, its 360˚ yaw capability,
complemented by the 360˚
panoramic vision system, could be
beneficial in eliminating the
human immersion inconsistencies
that have been a barrier for many
drivers in trusting driving
simulators to assist in the preprotype development of certain
Vehicle Electronics

systems such as blind spot and
pedestrian detection systems.
Powertrain engineers may like
its ability to replicate the greater
accelerations and nuanced
dynamics required to develop and
tune their systems. In addition, it
uses the latest version of the
firm’s DDB distributed data bus, a
synchronous real-time computing
environment with open and
modular software architecture that
enables connectivity to the
external simulation environments
and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL)
test benches required for
drivetrain developments.
Effectively, this means it
provides an opportunity for
engineers and evaluators actually
to drive a car with a brand-new
combustion engine or electric
powertrain unit that may be
Vehicle Electronics

operating on a dyno in a
completely different location.
Mindful of the flexibility that
has historically endeared such
driving simulators to development
engineers, the S3 still provides an
open software and hardware
architecture that allows the use of
almost any option for real-time
vehicle modelling, scenario
simulation, graphical rendering or
supplemental cueing, whether
they be provided by Ansible
Motion or a third party.
The announcement of the
simulator follows a period of
sustained growth for the company.
To cater for the increased demand
for driving simulators, fuelled by
the increasing complexity of
vehicles as well as the restrictions
on travel during the pandemic,
Ansible Motion has grown its in-

house software, mechanical and
electrical design, and
manufacturing teams, and
expanded its facility to produce its
latest simulators in quantity.
Founded in 2009, the company
creates and deploys technology
associated with the physical and
logical simulation of humandirected vehicles. It has a range of
automotive DIL simulators
featuring computational and
mechanical performance
capabilities, and motion and
immersion options that create
virtual worlds for drivers and
product development engineers.
The DIL simulators are used by
automotive and research
organisations around the globe to
place real people into direct
contact with imagined vehicles,
on-board systems and situations.
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FROM THE SKIES
I

f a consumer ranked the
software complexity of their
belongings, what would top
the list? Their laptop? Their
smartphone? Their gaming

Joe Triggs, Jagannath Rotti,
Karthik Radhakrishna and Danny Ko
discuss how software over-the-air
(SOTA) is rapidly emerging as a
vital capability for automotive OEMs
to develop and deploy
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console? The fact that the vehicle
sitting in their driveway most
likely outstrips any of these
devices by an order of magnitude
may come as a surprise.
The average modern car has up
to 150 electronic control units
(ECUs) running up to 100 million

lines of code. In comparison, the
F-35 fighter jet had fewer than 25
million lines of code, the Android
operating system fewer than 15
million lines of code, and Google
Chrome fewer than ten million
lines of code.
The abundance of software
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emerging in automotive
applications necessitates a method
of curating and controlling the
myriad of software versions and
revisions present throughout the
vehicle. The benefits that accrue
for an automotive manufacturer
that leverages software
over-the-air (SOTA) updates can
range from remedying minor
vehicle issues to responding to
natural disasters.
Tesla demonstrated one of the
most widely recognised
applications of SOTA updates in
response to Hurricane Irma in
September 2017. With the storm
bearing down on the state of
Florida, Tesla responded to
customer requests by issuing a
SOTA update to unlock extra
range from their vehicles to assist
owners attempting to travel to
safety from the impending
hurricane.
Other OEMs have had gaps in
the SOTA capabilities of their
vehicles exposed, leading to
reputational damage and loss in
consumer confidence.
With emerging megatrends such
as vehicle electrification and
automotive autonomy increasing
the number of ECUs and lines of
code in the vehicle further, the
importance of ensuring robust and

effective SOTA capabilities in
every domain of the vehicle is
also accelerating.
ECUs have been part of the
automotive landscape since a
microcontroller was first used to
control the spark timing in the
1977 Oldsmobile Toronado.
Early implementations of
software updates required the
removal of the ECU from the
vehicle for reprogramming, a
potentially time-consuming and
labour-intensive process. The
removal of an engine management
ECU from an engine bay may be
straightforward. The removal of a
radio head unit, in comparison,
could require significant stripping
of the dashboard, centre console
and other trim. Once removed
from the vehicle, early ECUs
required reprogramming using
complicated tools such as bed-ofnails programmers, which are
expensive, complex and
occasionally temperamental.
These factors combined to make
issuing software updates to early
ECUs less attractive than simply
replacing the unit with another
module.
Over the air
SOTA is an apex point in the
development of software updates
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in the automotive industry,
bridging from early ECUs to
today’s highly networked, flexible
automotive infrastructure. The
ability to update ECUs in situ in
the vehicle is not only attractive
but is also becoming an
increasingly important capability
for automotive OEMs.
One of the most obvious use
cases for SOTA is to allow OEMs
to address critical software issues
in their vehicles as and when
required. This is an exceptionally
powerful capability as it can
eliminate the need for software
related vehicle recalls, resulting in
an improved ownership
experience for the consumer and
reduced recall costs for the OEM.
The ability to apply software
updates, in a controlled fashion
without requiring the vehicle to
attend a dealership, delivers
significant value for the OEM.
SOTA has the potential to
simplify many other elements of a
vehicle’s life cycle, not just the
streamlining of software recalls
administration.
SOTA can be used during the
production process to ensure the
vehicle firmware is correct before
the car is completed and sent for
shipping.
With shipping times for vehicles

Vehicle life cycle
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Tesla issued a SOTA update to unlock extra range to help owners fleeing Hurricane Irma
varying between days for, for
example, the OEM domestic
market, to weeks for overseas
markets, the potential for software
updates to be required at the time
the vehicle arrives in its
destination is significant. The
ability to update the ECUs
efficiently in a vehicle at its
pre-delivery inspection, at the
receiving port or supplying dealer,
ensures the vehicle arrives to its
new owner operating as desired.
This is especially valuable for
models early in their life cycle,
which may be undergoing
frequent software updates.
Further opportunities for SOTA
may exist as OEMs seek to create
the ability for consumers to
unlock, on a temporary or
permanent basis, additional
features in their vehicles.
Consider the infotainment system
as an example; in the future,
OEMs could offer customers the
ability to upgrade the software
running in their vehicle depending
Vehicle Electronics

on their needs.
For daily driving, a standard
audio configuration may be
sufficient for listening to the radio
or making hands-free calls during
the commute. For longer trips or
vacations, the OEM could offer
options to upgrade to highdefinition audio or audio
processing algorithms to optimise
sound distribution within the
vehicle.
SOTA could be used to facilitate
such upgrades within minutes of a
transaction taking place, enabling
the potential for lucrative
additional revenue streams for
OEMs.
Considerations
Before an OEM can consider
implementing SOTA in a vehicle,
several system characteristics
must be examined such as how
much bandwidth is required, how
transmission will be coordinated
between nodes, and whether
security is necessary.

The bandwidth offered by SOTA
must be considered in the context
of the typical software update file
size and the time available to
transfer the software update
across the network.
Although many software
downloads are supplied in a delta
format, which contains only the
software components that need to
be changed, the file size can still
be in the realm of tens of
megabytes. If the bandwidth
available is in the range of
kilobytes, the download of a
software update could take tens of
minutes rather than the minutes or
seconds that may be more
practical in a service setting.
Transmission coordination
considerations include aspects of
the protocol necessary to ensure
the reliable transfer of information
across the network: handshaking,
error detection and error
correction.
Handshaking is the process
through which SOTA nodes
April 2022, 20
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Superframe structure
negotiate and confirm the transfer
of data across the link, for
example ensuring that each block
of the transfer has been
successfully completed before
transferring the next block.
Error detection is the process
through which the SOTA nodes
monitor the data being transferred
across the link to identify when
errors have occurred in the
transmission. For example, cyclic
redundancy check values
calculated in both the source and
destination node are commonly
used for such requirements.
Error correction is the process
through which the SOTA nodes
respond to, and recover from, if
possible, error conditions. Several
techniques exist to implement
error correction, from rerequesting the source node to
re-transmitting the block of data
received in error to using schemes
such as forward error correction to
repair the corrupted data.
Depending on the bandwidth
offered by SOTA and the
transmission coordination
requirements, it may be necessary
to implement the data transfer and
transmission coordination on
different networks.
With automotive ECUs typically
featuring several communication
interfaces – A2B, Can, Lin, CXPI,
Ethernet, Flexray and so on – with
varying loading, this is often not a
21, April 2022

problem. It is obviously
preferable, however, to
accommodate both the data
transmission and transmission
coordination on the same link if
possible.
The consequences of a security
weakness in an automotive
network have been highlighted on
a number of occasions in which
ethical hackers have taken control
of vehicle networks and
demonstrated the risks involved
by exercising functions such as
wipers, stereos and even braking.
Such weaknesses could be
calamitous to the safety of the
vehicle’s occupants and fellow
road users. OEMs must take steps
to ensure appropriate
authentication on all in-vehicle
networks prevents unauthorised
nodes or users from achieving
access.
A number of established
automotive networks already
mentioned are suitable for use in
SOTA architectures, for example,
Can or Ethernet. In recent years,
A2B has emerged to address the
demands posed by increasingly
complex audio requirements.
Boasting significant audio
bandwidth advantages over
alternate connectivity, A2B also
offers the ability to transfer data,
allowing OEMs the opportunity to
incorporate SOTA capabilities
into their audio networks with no

additional hardware requirements.
Overview
A2B is a high bandwidth,
bidirectional, digital bus
originally conceived to solve the
audio distribution problems
emerging in automotive
applications. Existing automotive
audio architectures typically
involve multiple point-to-point
analogue connections between
head units, amplifiers, speakers
and microphones.
A2B addresses many of the
challenges that characterise pointto-point analogue connections:
cable weight, cable cost, routing
difficulties and the reliability
concerns of multiple connections.
A2B supports several different
topologies such as point-to-point,
daisy chain and branch, making it
suitable for a wide variety of
automotive applications ranging
from entry-level infotainment
systems featuring a head unit and
microphone module to more
complex audio systems with
multiple microphones, speakers
and accelerometers.
Data transmission
Over and above supporting the
transmission of audio, A2B also
facilitates several mechanisms for
transmitting other forms of data
across the bus. One of the
fundamental constructs of A2B
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that enables the transmission of
both audio and data across the bus
is the superframe, a structure
comprised of multiple
downstream and upstream
synchronous data slots, sync
control and sync response frames.
While synchronous data slots
carry I2S and TDM data in audio
applications, they can also be used
to carry other types of data to
meet the requirements of SOTA
applications.
The main node initiates the
transmission of a superframe,
adding synchronous (audio) and
asynchronous (I2C and SPI) data
after the sync control frame. Each
subnode can use or consume some
of the downstream data and add
data for other downstream nodes.
The last subnode on the bus builds
the upstream portion of the
superframe with each node adding
any additional synchronous data
after the sync response frame.
Each node can use or consume the
upstream data.
Another data transport
mechanism supported by several
generations of A2B transceivers is
the mailbox. Mailboxes can be
used by main and subnodes to
send I2C messages across the
network, from main node to
subnode or from subnode to main
node. Mailboxes are usually used
to establish handshaking between
the host in the main node and
processor at the subnode.
A third transport mechanism is
the transfer of SPI data over
distance within the synchronous
slots of the A2B superframe. The
A2B transceiver SPI interface can
be leveraged for several different
applications to configure the A2B
transceiver at SPI clock rates of
up to 10MHz, to achieve direct
Vehicle Electronics

access to registers and status
information in a subnode
transceiver, to communicate with
an SPI-enabled peripheral device
in a subnode, or even to facilitate
SPI-to-SPI communication
between subnodes without the
involvement of the main node.
The combination of the A2B
mailbox feature with a
communication channel software
add-on delivers data throughput at
rates up to 15kbit/s. While being
useful for applications such as
diagnostics, the throughput
afforded by the mailbox feature is
insufficient for bandwidth
intensive applications such as
SOTA.
The combination of A2B
synchronous slots with a data pipe
software add-on can deliver data
throughput at rates of over
1Mbit/s. This yields more
attractive communication speeds
for SOTA applications, for
example the transfer of a 20Mbit
file in 20s. The combination of
SPI data over distance with a A2B
data tunnel software add-on can
deliver data throughput at rates of

over 16Mbit/s. This yields the
fastest data communication speed
possible on the A2B bus, for
example the transfer of a 100Mbit
file in less than 7s.
Summary
A2B is broadly recognised as the
de facto choice for audio
networking in the automotive
market. Whether the system
involves audio distribution or
acoustic features such as road
noise cancellation or noise
reduction, the many benefits
offered by A2B, such as low
latency and EMC performance,
are known and understood. A2B
also has the ability to transport
non-audio data on the same
network opening several options
for system designers including the
ability to support SOTA on the
audio network.
Joe Triggs is design director,
Jagannath Rotti engineering
manager, Karthik Radhakrishna
software applications engineer,
and Danny Ko systems
architect, all for Analog Devices

Sample A2B evaluation system
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generally have less experience to
draw on when planning this
change.

CULTURE SHOCK
Ben Fletcher explains why functional
safety involves a change in culture

T

he ever-increasing
processing power of
electronic devices means
they are changing from being
helpers to decision makers. So, it
is vital the system does exactly
what it was programmed to do for
a given situation.
Compliance with this is known
as functional safety (FuSa) and
this is increasingly important for
many application areas where AI
is making critical decisions.
But what exactly is FuSa and
how is a functionally safe product
or SoC designed?
There are various industry
standards that are targeted at the
functional safety space. Many are
based on the concepts expressed
in IEC 61508 (Functional Safety
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of Electrical, Electronic and
Programmable Electronic Safetyrelated Systems), which are:
safety-related systems must work
correctly or fail in a predictable
safe way; zero risk can never be
reached, only probabilities can be
reduced; and non-tolerable risks
must be reduced, which is known
as ‘as low as reasonably
practicable’ (alarp).
In the world of SoC design,
many of the FuSa projects are for
the automotive market and so
engineers may be more familiar
with the ISO 26262 functional
safety standard, which includes
specific chapters outlining how to
develop SoCs in this context.
There are three aspects that need
to be considered – process,

architecture and culture. Quite
often a lot of focus is put onto
process and architecture, and
rightly so. After all, SoCs cannot
be reliably created if the processes
used are not robust and well
understood. Equally, if the
architecture does not meet the
requirements, including the safety
requirements, then the SoC will
not be fit for purpose.
These aspects are very
important and there are many
interesting and exciting things that
can be looked at in terms of
making sure they are right.
However, it is culture that is the
most important of the three and,
unfortunately, it is culture that is
often overlooked or
underestimated.
Changing culture is something
that doesn’t happen as often as
updating processes or
architectures, therefore companies
Vehicle Electronics

Safety first
Any organisation working in
functional safety must have a
safety-first culture and, for those
that don’t already have one, it can
be a difficult thing to transition
towards. Many engineers are used
to project managers juggling cost,
scope and schedule. Often this can
mean reducing scope to meet cost
and schedule expectations. A
safety-first culture is different and
does what it says on the tin – it
puts safety absolutely at the
forefront of everything that is
done.
This can mean schedules get
pushed out. This can put the cost
up. But safety absolutely must not
be compromised and having a
safety-first culture is the thing that
will empower employees to call
out safety issues when they are
found, even if that results in a hit
to schedule or cost.
Transition
So why is it so hard to transition
to a safety-first culture?
The thing that makes the culture
of a company so important is also
the thing that makes it tough to
change – that is its scope. Culture
affects every aspect of what a
company does and, more
importantly, how it does it.
This is because the company’s
culture is what sets the behaviour
of the individuals that make up
the different teams, departments
and business units within that
company. It says what behaviour
is acceptable, required,
encouraged and rewarded.
All the processes, incentives,
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jobs functions, technologies, even
interactions between individuals
will be related in some way to that
culture. It will affect everything.
If a company wants to change its
culture, it will be much more
effort than simply writing down
what the new culture will be like
and it is more than sending out
guidance to managers on the
culture and asking them to lead by
example. The whole company
from top to bottom will need to
commit fully to, and engage with,
the change.
In the case of a safety-first
culture, this is a particularly hard
commitment to make. Will the
company really delay a critical
project to investigate a possible
safety breach? Normally a
schedule slip would be seen as a
negative situation. But in this new
world, the company should not
just accept the slip to allow a
proper investigation of the breach
to take place, but should also
celebrate the individuals who
discovered the breach.
This is why the leaders of the
company need to commit fully

and truly to putting safety first
and drive the whole team to
update their processes and
behaviour to put safety in the
spotlight.
Summary
In conclusion, successfully
designing for FuSa applications
really is a state of mind. A deep,
pervasive culture is needed within
the company from the
management down. Anything that
might compromise the safety in a
design must be investigated and
fixed, if necessary, even if it
delays a project.
It’s a total commitment to safety
as lives could depend on it. If this
commitment can be made then the
company is in an excellent
position to start the transition to a
safety-first culture and enter the
world of FuSa
developments.
Ben Fletcher is
director of
hardware
engineering at
Sondrel

The whole company will need to commit to culture change
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SETTING SAIL
Mazda unveils the technology
inside its CX-60 SUV
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L

ast month, Mazda unveiled
its new crossover SUV, the
CX-60, offering enhanced
driving pleasure and
environmental and safety
performance. This was the first
time the vehicle’s full appearance
had been made public.
Mazda plans to introduce four
models from its large product
group to the in-high-demand
global SUV market by the end of
2023. With both existing and new
models, Mazda aims to meet
diverse market and customer
needs.
With environmental and safety
performance to meet the strict
standards of modern society, the
CX-60 is a two-row, mid-sized
SUV that allows the driver to
enjoy not only everyday driving
but also long-distance drives on
the expressway. Furthermore, the
team at Mazda took on the
challenge of taking Kodo-Soul of
motion design to new heights,
expressing toughness and
sophistication in its form using a
Japanese sense of design that
values harmony with nature.

The European specification
model is equipped with eSkyactiv PHEV, Mazda’s first
plug-in hybrid system featuring a
2.5-litre in-line four-cylinder
petrol engine, a 20kW electric
motor and a 17.8kWh highcapacity battery.
Mazda has started production of
the CX-60 at Hofu Plant number
two in the Yamaguchi prefecture.
The Japanese specification model
is due to be introduced in early
April.
Offered in three specified trim
grades – Exclusive-Line, Homura
and Takumi – choice is further
enhanced with the ability to add
two option packs across all
grades: Convenience Pack and
Driver Assistance Pack, with a
Comfort Pack available on
Exclusive-Line. An additional
option specifies a panoramic roof
on Homura and Takumi models.
A range of technologies make
their debut in the 327ps PHEV.
These include the first use of
Mazda’s driver personalisation
system.
Standard on the Homura and

The technology tally is set to grow further
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Takumi models, and available to
be added to Exclusive-Line as part
of the Comfort Pack, this
technology takes Mazda’s JinbaIttai ‘driver and car as one’ ethos
to a new level when it comes to
achieving a perfect driving
position.
The driver personalisation
system comprises three functions:
an automatic driving position
guide, automatic setting
restoration and ingress-egress
assistance. The guide uses a
camera to detect the position of
the driver’s eyes and input on the
driver’s height to estimate their
physique, then automatically
adjusts the seat, steering wheel,
head-up display and door mirrors
to match the driver’s eyeline for a
suggested optimal driving
position.
The automatic setting
restoration function uses facial
recognition technology and data
on more than 250 adjustments and
settings stored in the car –
including the driving position,
audio and air-conditioning – to
restore quickly and automatically
the settings for each individual
when the driver changes. The
system can store settings for up to
six people for seating, audio,
climate and comfort preferences.
Additionally, the ingress-egress
function makes it easier to get in
and out by automatically sliding
the seat and steering wheel out of
the way.
Another driver assisting
technology making its debut is
360-degree camera with seethrough view. While a reversing
camera is standard across the
range, the see-through view 360degree camera is of part of the
Convenience Pack that is
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available across all three models.
The technology uses a fourcamera system that covers all
sides of the car to display a bird’seye view from above, as well as a
choice of front, rear and left- or
right-hand side views on the
31.2cm centre display screen.
The see-through functionality
displays an image on the screen
that seemingly allows the driver to
see through the front and rear
corners of the car from their
viewpoint, making it easier to spot
objects obscured by the car’s
bodywork. This helps the driver
remain fully aware of hazards and
surrounding conditions when
driving slowly in confined spaces
or manoeuvring into parking
spaces.
The car also sees the debut of
mechanical technology designed
with the driving experience at its
heart. Mated to a 327ps and
500Nm e-Skyacvtiv powertrain,
which combines a Skyactiv-G 2.5litre four-cylinder petrol engine
with a 100kW electric motor and a
17.8 kWh high-capacity battery,
the CX-60 sees the debut of
Mazda’s eight-speed automatic
transmission.
Designed to offer drivers a
smooth and responsive gear shift
with slick steps between ratios, it
achieves balance between driver
engagement, comfort, dynamic
performance and environmental
efficiency. The transmission shifts
gears in the same manner as a
torque converter gearbox – via
planetary gears and multi-plate
clutches – but it does not have a
hydraulic converter as an input
clutch; instead it has a multiplate
clutch as well as an integrated
electric motor and generator.
By replacing the torque
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Settings are stored for up to six people
converter with a clutch, the torque
of the engine and the electric
motor is transmitted directly, with
a similar fast and rhythmic
shifting feel akin to a manual
transmission.
The e-Skyactiv PHEV
powertrain also allows for the
independent power mixing of the
petrol engine and electric motor,
so at all speeds the transmission
delivers shifts and changes
smoothly. Part of a powertrain set
up that delivers environmental
credentials with WLTP combined
fuel consumption of 80km/litre
and WLTP combined CO2
emissions of 33g/km, this
transmission also ensures driver
engagement in what is Mazda’s
most powerful car to date.
The powertrain and eight-speed
automatic transmission is matched
to Mazda’s i-Activ all-wheel drive
system. The Mi-Drive intelligent
drive select offers a choice of
drive modes: Normal, Sport, OffRoad, Towing and EV, with the
last making it possible to drive
under electric power alone. While
across each of the driving modes

the Mi-Drive system is designed
to provide optimum control and
driving pleasure in every driving
scenario.
“The Mazda CX-60 heralds the
start of a new chapter for Mazda,”
said Jeremy Thomson, managing
director of Mazda in the UK. “Not
only is it our first car with a plugin hybrid powertrain, but it also
sets new standards for interior
quality, design and technology,
highlighting Mazda’s uniquely
Japanese premium brand
direction. Whether it’s our new
eight-speed transmission or clever
tech like the driver personalisation
system, the new technology found
in the CX-60 is all about
delivering that unique connection
between car and driver you’d
expect in a Mazda.”
The technology tally is set to
grow further with two upcoming
engines joining the e-Skyactiv
PHEV – the in-line straight-six
3.0-litre e-Skyactiv X petrol and
3.3-litre Skyactiv-D diesel
engines, which feature M Hybrid
Boost, Mazda’s 48V mild hybrid
system.
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ON THE MARCH
A round of announcements in
the past month from Renesas

R-Car V4H SoC for adas
and automated driving

M

arch was a busy month
for Japanese electronics
giant Renesas, which
saw collaborations announced
with Fixstars, Honda and Tata
Elxsi, as well as releasing a
reference design for in-cabin
wireless charging, and an R-Car
SoC targeting adas and automated
driving.
The collaboration with Fixstars,
a specialist in multi-core CPU,
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GPU and FPGA acceleration
technology, is in the automotive
deep learning field. The two
companies are establishing an
automotive software laboratory to
develop software and operating
environments for Renesas
automotive devices.
The lab will support early
development and ongoing
operation of adas and autonomous
driving with technologies aimed

at software development for deep
learning and building operating
environments that can
continuously update learned
network models to maintain and
enhance recognition accuracy and
performance.
“Fixstars possesses both
advanced software technology for
deep learning and optimisation
technology that allows more
efficient utilisation of hardware,”
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said Takeshi Kataoka, senior vice
president at Renesas. “I am
confident that our collaboration
will enable us to provide strong
support for software development
optimised for automotive
applications and allow our
customers to fully leverage the
superior performance of Renesas’
automotive devices.”
As part of their collaboration,
Renesas and Fixstars are
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launching Genesis for R-Car, a
cloud-based evaluation
environment for R-Car that
supports early development of
adas and automated driving. The
environment facilitates instant
initial evaluations when selecting
devices. It uses the Genesis cloudbased device evaluation
environment from Fixstars as its
platform.
Evaluation based on actual use

cases is essential when selecting
devices. Users typically need to
obtain an evaluation board and
basic software to evaluate devices,
and technical expertise is also
required to build an evaluation
environment. This cloud-based
evaluation environment does not
require specialised technical
expertise.
“After developing a deep
learning application, it is not
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possible to maintain high
recognition accuracy and
performance without constantly
updating it with the latest learning
data,” said Satoshi Miki, CEO of
Fixstars. “Fixstars plans to focus
on these machine-learning
operations for the automotive
field, as we work together with
Renesas to develop a deep
learning development platform
optimised for Renesas devices.”
Honda
Honda adopted the R-Car
automotive SoC and RH850 MCU
for its Sensing Elite system
featured in the Legend, which
went on sale in March last year.
Sensing Elite uses technology that
qualifies for level-three automated
driving in limited areas.
Now Honda has again selected
R-Car and RH850 for use in the
Sensing 360 omnidirectional
safety and driver assistance
system, which builds on the
knowledge and expertise gained
through research and development
work on the earlier technology.
The first automobile equipped
with Sensing 360 is scheduled for
release in China his year, with
adoption in a broader range of
models to follow.
Furthermore, for the next
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Sensing 360 system, Honda has
selected the R-Car S4 as the main
SoC in the electronic control unit
(ECU), the core of the adas.
“Renesas is proud to be able to
contribute to innovation in
Honda’s advanced safety
technologies,” said Kataoka.
“Renesas shares with Honda a
design philosophy that emphasises
safety and reliability above all,
and we plan to further expand our
collaboration to bring
sophisticated driver-assistance
systems to all mass-production
models in the near future.”
In the Sensing Elite flagship, the
R-Car processes sensing data
from cameras, mm-wave radar
and lidar as well as data for threedimensional high-definition maps
and the GNSS global navigation
satellite system.
The SoC also monitors the
vehicle’s position and the road
conditions, and computes route
plans in real time. The RH850
MCU supports driving operations
and collision avoidance by
receiving signals from R-Car and
performing control of the
accelerator, braking and steering
systems.
“Honda is a global innovator in
research and development work
on safety technologies aimed at

the realisation of a society with
zero traffic collision fatalities,”
said Yutaka Tamagawa, operating
executive at Honda. “Renesas’
semiconductor devices optimised
for automotive applications are
extremely reliable, backed by a
solid system of software and
support, and provide superior
power efficiency. The expansion
of our collaborative efforts will
speed up the development of
Honda Sensing and help lead its
widespread adoption.”
Tata Elxsi
The Tata Elxsi collaboration is in
a design centre in Bangalore that
will develop targeted technology
for electric vehicles (EVs). The
Nevic innovation centre was
opened in January.
EVs have become foundational
to the mobility paradigm across
the globe. Certain segments, such
as two-wheel and light EVs, are
finding rapid adoption, especially
in emerging markets such as India
where these segments fit across
multiple use cases.
To enable this adoption,
products that can offer key
building blocks for scalability and
re-usability while delivering
reliable performance and offering
room for technology

Genesis for R-Car cloud-based evaluation environment
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Honda has selected Renesas automotive semiconductors for adas
customisation are critical. These
will support creation of a quickto-market portfolio of products
and variants for OEMs and
suppliers.
Tata Elxsi and Renesas will
bring together their deep domain
expertise, intellectual property
and assets to the Nevic and
collaborate to create reference
designs and accelerators for
critical EV subsystems such as
battery management and motor
control units.
With the electric vehicle market,
especially the light EV segment,
at an inflection point, the
companies aim to provide
enablers starting with India and
expanding globally to optimise
development time and effort.
“Electric vehicles are
revolutionising not only the
traditional automotive market but
also the mobility and energy
ecosystems as a whole,” said
Shaju S, vice president at Tata
Elxsi. “Markets like India are
Vehicle Electronics

especially sensitive to cost, and
these will help cut down product
development risks, costs and
greatly improve time to market.”
Taizo Hayashi, vice president at
Renesas, added: “This
collaboration demonstrates our
commitment to support the Make
in India government initiative and
we look forward to generating
future business growth in India.
Nevic will be a turning point as
OEMs and tier-ones will now
have access to secure systems and
can leverage Tata Elxsi’s
electrification expertise for use
case specific customisations.”
Through Nevic, Tata Elxsi and
Renesas will support the
acceleration of e-mobility,
particularly the two-wheel and
light EV segments.
Adas SoC
The R-Car V4H system on chip
(SoC) for central processing in
adas and automated driving
achieves deep learning

performance of up to 34Tops,
enabling high-speed image
recognition and processing of
surrounding objects by
automotive cameras, radar and
lidar. It targets levels two to three
automated driving.
Thanks to a high level of
integration, it helps users develop
single-chip adas ECUs that can
support driving systems
appropriate for automated driving,
including full NCap 2025
features. The SoC also supports
surround view and automatic
parking functions with 3D
visualisation effects such as
realistic rendering.
“We have seen excellent
customer response to our R-Car
V3H and V3M with high volume
production, and we are pleased to
extend our offering with the RCar V4H,” said Naoki Yoshida,
vice president at Renesas. “As
Renesas expands its scalable RCar portfolio, we expect to see
cutting-edge adas adopted in all
April 2022, 32
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proprietary charging profiles and
is capable of 50W power delivery.
The design includes a RH850
automotive MCU as a host
controller. This enables the system
to provide functional safety
features that comply with Asil B.
It can be controlled and
monitored in real time by a
graphical user interface (gui). This
gui provides numerical readouts
of key parameters, such as the
selected coil, transmitter status,
input voltage, buck output current,
transmit power and bridge
voltage. The gui enables easy
programming changes and can
update firmware, and it supports
tuning user-specific variables
related to hardware design, such
as settings for foreign object
detection.
“The P9261-3C-CRBv2
reference design demonstrates
why automotive customers utilise
Renesas’ easy-to-use design
environment,” said Niall Lyne,
vice president at Renesas. “It
offers the best wireless charging
performance available and
supports the latest safety features
required by customers.”
Renesas headquarters in Tokyo

Tata Elxsi and Renesas will support the acceleration of e-mobility
vehicle types, from mid-range to
entry-level.”
Regarding ISO 26262 functional
safety, the SoC development
process targets Asil D systematic
capability for all safety relevant
IP. The signal processing portion
of the V4H is expected to achieve
Asil B and D metrics for the realtime domain.
Furthermore, Renesas provides
dedicated power technology for
the V4H based around the
RAA271041 pre-regulator and the
RAA271005 PMIC. This enables
a reliable power supply for the
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V4H and peripheral memories
from the 12V supply of the
vehicle battery.
A software development kit is
also available to perform initial
device evaluation, and software
development including deep
learning. In case of development
from scratch, Fixstars’ Genesis
platform enables engineers to
evaluate R-Car from anywhere via
the cloud.
Wireless charging
The P9261-3C-CRBv2 reference
design for automotive wireless

charging stations provides
features that help automotive
manufacturers quickly and
efficiently deliver premium
performance and safety features
for in-cabin wireless charging.
It includes the P9261
automotive-qualified wireless
power controller with MP-A13
three-coils reference design as the
wireless power transmitter. There
is a large active charging area.
The reference design offers
compliance to WPC Qi 1.3 EPP
extended power profile for 15W
charging. It also supports
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P9261-3C-CRBv2 reference design for automotive wireless charging stations
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Digital oscilloscope analyses serial buses

SiC inverter improves EV performance
A silicon carbide (SiC)
inverter from Equipmake
is said to improve the performance of all electric
vehicles.
The HPI-800 inverter
can reduce the size of an
EV’s battery by around a
claimed ten per cent.
The inverter converts
DC charge from the battery to AC to drive the
electric motor, and times
switching changes to adjust the frequency of the

AC charge to control the
speed of the motor.
The faster and more efficient the inverter is, the
more efficient the vehicle
is as a whole and the
greater the amount of
driving range that can be
extracted from the battery.
Traditionally, EVs have
used inverters with
IGBTs, which switch current at up to 20kHz. SiC
has higher power levels,

lower power losses and
improved overall efficiency, and can switch
current at up to 40kHz.
The lightweight construction
transforms
power-to-weight ratio
from 40kW/kg for contemporary IGBT technology to 100kW/kg with
SiC.
The inverter measures
494mm long, 287mm
wide and 94mm high. It
has a mass of 12.7kg and
delivers a maximum continuous output power of
up to 400kW, dependent
on the motor.
Featuring Wolfspeed
and Cree SiC modules, it
can switch frequencies up
to 40kHz. It also meets
Asil-D functional safety
level off-the-shelf.

IGBTs suit discrete traction inverters
IGBTs from Infineon are
optimised for automotive
discrete traction inverters.
The EDT2 IGBTs in
aTO247 Plus packages
meet
and
exceed
AECQ101.
With the automotive
micro-pattern
trenchfield-stop cell design, the
IGBTs are based on a
technology that has already been used in several inverter modules
such as the EasyPack 2B
EDT2 or the HybridPack.
Short-circuit-robust, the
technology is optimised
for traction inverters and
35, April 2022

has a breakdown voltage
of 750V, supporting battery voltages up to 470V
DC.
The rated currents are
120 and 200A at +100˚C,
each with a low forward
voltage, reducing conduction losses by up to 13%
compared with the previous generation.
The collector-emitter
saturation voltage difference between typical and
maximum values is less
than 200mV and the gate
threshold voltage difference is less than 750mV.
The thermal coefficient is

positive.
Together, this enables
easy parallel operation
and provides flexibility
and power scalability for
final designs. They have a
high junction temperature
of +175˚C.

An AEC-Q200 qualified
charging resistor from
Vishay uses hybrid wirewound technology in a
standard package size.
With an operating temperature up to +250˚C,
the MCB HRHA can
serve as a pre-charge and
discharge resistor in inverters and converters for
electric, hybrid electric
and plug-in hybrid vehicles.
Typically, designers use
several thick-film resistors to meet the high
pulse requirements of
these applications. With
ten times the energy absorption in the same size,
that is 6kJ for 300ms, the
HRHA allows them to
use a single component
and lower overall costs.
The device has power
ratings up to 90W on
stainless steel and 54W
on Pamitherm. For accuracy and stability, tolerance is down to ±5%,
TCR down to ±100
ppm/˚C, and a resistance
from 1Ω to 1kΩ.
Easy to mount, it has a
6.35mm fast-on connection. The device can be
mounted on a heatsink
and is available with an
optional integrated fuse.

Rigol has improved the
functionality
of
its
MSO8000 digital oscilloscope to make its use and
operability more pleasant
and versatile.
Providing
standard
bandwidths of 600MHz,
1GHz and 2GHz for two
channels and a maximum
sampling rate of 10GS/s,
the series is suitable for
fast signal acquisition and
analysis.
Applications include
protocol analysis for serial buses in vehicle electronics.
It has gained improvements and functions with
the
latest
official
firmware version. When
using web control, the
screen refresh rate has
been increased, which
makes display and operation easier. For example,
to create the zone trigger,
users can simply define
the required field with the
mouse using the web control.
In addition, the driver
has been revised for the
25.6cm colour touch display, which makes daily
operation more pleasant.
At the same time, the display quality of the signal
trace in XY mode has
been optimised.
To
improve
the
overview during measurement, Rigol has
implemented the mathematical application in
such a way the channel
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Wirewound
resistors

used for this can be
switched off so only the
mathematical trace – for
example the FFT with up
to one million samples –
is visible on the screen.
The already diverse decoding options have been
expanded to include CanFD decoding in these devices.
The 500Mpts standard
memory depth is available for the acquisition
and processing of large
amounts of data. Using
the recording function,
this memory can be increased to 900Mpts by
segmentation, such as
nine frames of 100Mpts
each, or, by setting a
small memory, recording
and playback of signals
up to 450,000 frames can
be achieved.
The
measurement

methods of the instruments include realtime eye diagram and jitter analysis software,
whereby the display of
the jitter trend is noteworthy in combination with
the histogram for digital
analysis.
Various trigger, maths
and display options –
mask test and power analysis – as well as an integrated signal search
function are available as
are all the usual serial bus
protocol analysis and trigger functions.

An integrated voltmeter, frequency counter
and an optional two-channel arbitrary function
generator complete the
range of measurements.
Various interfaces such as
USB host, USB device,
HDMI, lan, USB GPIB
adapter and aux out are
also available.
Accessories include active and passive probes,
high-voltage probes and
mounting frames, software drivers, and the
UltraScope
operating
software.

Radar-on-chip goes to production
Uhnder is about to start
mass production of a fully
automotive qualified, 4D
digital imaging radar-onchip for adas, autonomous vehicles and

automated mobility applications.
The technology has the
power to sense moving or
standing objects, large or
small, at short and long
distances in all-weather
and lighting conditions,
while mitigating mutual
interference
between
other radars.
It can clearly identify a
pedestrian crossing the
road, a child entering the
street from beside a
parked car, or a bicyclist
next to a guard rail.

The S80 radar-on-chip
meets AEC Q104 qualification, ISO 26262 Asil-B
rating, and PPAP with its
first tier-one automotive
customer, Magna.
The radar-on-chip, used
in Magna’s Icon digital
radar, will debut on vehicles this year.
The S80 is a fully integrated 77GHz, 4D imaging radar-on-chip with
digital code modulation
(DCM) certified for use
in automotive safety applications.
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Shunt resistors offer
four-terminal connection

800V SiC inverter makes public debut
McLaren Applied’s IPG5
800V silicon carbide inverter made its public
debut at March’s Future
Propulsion Conference in
the UK.
The company is supplying production intent de-

sign hardware to customers and partners for
continued development
and testing.
The aim is to let OEMs
develop vehicles with
longer ranges, faster
charging times and better

acceleration.
The inverter can power
electric motors to over
350kW peak, 250kW
continuous, at a weight
and volume of 5.5kg and
3.79 litre. It has been designed for automotive applications,
including
direct drive, that are capable of operating highspeed motors efficiently
and adhere to ISO 26262
Asil-D.
Through an increase in
switching frequency, the
SiC technology allows
the use of a faster, more
efficient and lightweight
drivetrain, including inverter, motor and battery

systems. It also switches
more efficiently than conventional inverters, producing less heat and
enabling a smaller cooling system, all of which
reduce the weight and
cost of the drivetrain.
The increased drivetrain
efficiency also allows a
reduction in battery size.
The inverter can be offered without a case,
which offers flexibility
when packaging an offthe-shelf component into
a custom system.
Prototype units are
being delivered ahead of
volume production from
2024.

Switch detects car door status
A compact detector
switch expands Alps
Alpine’s line for open and
shut detection in car
doors and other automotive parts.
Failure detection functionality, locking and unlocking accuracy, and
mounting improvements
are sought for door lock
modules that have a need
for compact detector
switches.
To fill this need, Alps
developed the SSCZ
switch by modifying the
already available SSCW
switch.
In automatic locking
systems, the ECU automatically switches be37, April 2022

tween locked and unlocked states depending
on the situation, which
necessitates detection of
door lock status.
Whereas the existing
SSCW switch (single
pole, single throw) is
mainly used for detecting
locked status in vehicle
doors, the SSCZ allows
detection of two states –
locked and unlocked – by
employing a single-pole,
double-throw (one-pole,
two-position) design.
Use of double-sided
sliding contacts ensures
contact reliability even
when subjected to impacts or vibrations.
Meanwhile, changes to

the internal structure realise a 300,000-cycle operating life, three times
longer than the existing
model.
The company plans to
expand gradually the
scope of application beyond door open and shut
detection.
For example, there is
demand for use in detection of electric vehicle
charger connection and
smart rear-view mirror
on-off detection.
The switch supports
solderless mounting; the
use of a connector terminal allows connections
simply by inserting the
terminal.

And there is mounting
compatibility with the existing SSCW switch; a
common mount housing
design for single-pole,
single-throw and singlepole, double throw
switches would allow use
of the switches for grade
differentiation.
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MLCC hits
4.3µF in 0402
An
automotive-grade
three-terminal
multilayer ceramic capacitor
(MLCC) from Murata
provides a capacitance of
4.3μF in a 0402 1.0 by
0.5mm package.
As a result, better
power decoupling and
noise removal can be
brought to automobile designs in which processors
are being used for adas
and autonomous driving
functions.
With a three-terminal
arrangement, the NFM15HC435D0E3 exhibits a
lower equivalent series
inductance (ESL) than
would be expected with
two-terminal
components. This means stable
circuit operation can be
supported, while reducing
the mounting area required.
To achieve the capacitance, it uses a proprietary
thin layer forming technology and a precision
lamination process. Improvements have been
achieved through the
atomisation and equalisation of the constituent ceramic and electrode
materials.
It is in mass production
and available globally.
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Expanding its AECQ200-certified current
sense resistors portfolio,
TT Electronics has
launched SMT Kelvin
shunt resistors.
The
LRMAP4026
metal alloy power resistors offer true four-terminal
connection
for
accurate sub-milliohm
current sensing applications.
They are for power supply, motor drive and
battery monitoring applications.
This resistor series
provides four-terminal
Kelvin precision and high
current capacity to all industrial applications, including automotive.
Because four-terminal
Kelvin connections improve precision, only a
small portion of a design’s error budget is consumed, enabling more
design freedom elsewhere in the circuit. The
gullwing design provides
spacing from the PCB
which reduces the board
temperature rise and enhances reliability of the
assembly.
The
electron-beam
welded device offers up
to 5W in a 4026 footprint.
Available in seven values
from 0.2 to 3mΩ, it gives
designers flexibility in a
rugged component, fea-

turing a temperature
range of -65 to +170˚C.
The four-terminal design allows complete separation of current path
and voltage sense, reducing the difference between unmounted and
mounted resistance and
TCR values, a common
problem with two-termi-

nal types.
With 1% tolerance and
TCR of 50ppm/˚C, this
product combines precision with the surge capacity of metal alloy
technology. Its surge tolerance assures reliable
performance under inrush
and momentary short circuit conditions.

Cartridge fuses

compliant, providing an
interrupting rating of
10kA at 1kV DC, which
is suitable for the onboard chargers and power
distribution units in the
latest EV designs.
Available in throughhole and bolt-down versions, they are flexible for
either PCB or screw-in
assemblies.
They come in a 10 by
38mm cartridge. End
caps have integrated
stand-off leads and boltdown options eliminate
the need for mounting accessories or lead-forming
processes.

High-voltage cartridge
fuses from Littelfuse are
designed and tested to
meet the circuit protection needs of compact
automotive electronics,
specifically in electric vehicles.
The 828 series robust
fuses are AEC-Q200
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GMR sensors suit hybrid vehicles

One chip controls
mirrors and windows
A controller from ST
Microelectronics enables
a single-chip front-drivesrear setup managing
front-door window, mirror and lighting as well as
the rear-window lift.
The L99DZ200G doorzone system IC can lower
quiescent current and
shorten development .
It contains two Hbridge gate drivers, a gate
driver for an external
mosfet to control mirror
heating, a control block
and high-side driver for
electro-chromic mirror
dimming, and five LED
high-side drivers.
Three of the high-side
drivers operate in constant-current mode to
power lighting modules
that have high input capacitance. The other two
control ordinary LEDs.
The two H-bridge
drivers let it control two
spindle motors simultaneously and handle an additional cinch motor to
close a powered tailgate
or boot. Both drivers
allow operation in generator mode, which activates both low-side
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mosfets simultaneously to
protect the device if an
overvoltage is detected.
The device also provides power management, with two 5V
low-dropout regulators
for the host microcontroller and peripherals.
Connections for control
and communication include a Lin 2.2a (SAE
J2602 and J2962-1) transceiver, high-speed Can
(HS-Can, ISO 118982:2003 and -5:2007, SAE
J2284, and SAE J2962-2)
transceiver, and SPI 4.0
interface.
Diagnostic and protection features include temperature monitoring and
thermal protection, a dedicated failsafe block to
pull down the gates of the
external high-side mosfets, and open-load and
overcurrent detection for
all outputs.
A current-monitor output pin is provided for
each high-side channel.
Overcurrent recovery and
thermal expiration allow
operation to resume automatically after a fault.
There are reverse-battery protection and safety
features including a configurable window watchdog and programmable
reset generator.
AEC-Q100 qualified, it
comes in a 10 by 10mm
LQFP64.

Tool helps developers
find software bugs
A software tool from
Tasking helps automotive
developers find and work
around problems due to
compiler errors.
Like any software,
compilers can also include bugs that, under
certain circumstances,
generate bugs in the output software. OEMs and
tier-one suppliers must
avoid these software errors to prevent accidents,
avoid expensive recalls
and meet ISO 26262
functional safety requirements.
For this reason, software developers must
regularly check all their
projects for known compiler issues. For example,
users who develop code
for the Infineon Aurix microcontroller family using
Tasking’s VX toolset can
access all documented errors in the issues portal.
Workarounds are also
available there for each
bug, which the user can
apply until a patch is

available.
However, checking the
software code is timeconsuming, which is why
the firm has developed
the TriCore Inspector in
cooperation with ZF.
The tool is based on
compiler technology and
automatically finds compiler bugs in the software
output from the VX
toolchain for Aurix and
TriCore.
The inspector finds all
known compiler bugs for
all risk groups at software
integrity levels (SILs)
one, two, three and four.
This eliminates manual
error search.
If the code is affected
by a compiler bug, the developer receives the exact
bug name and reference
to the issues portal
database.
Based on this, the user
can then quickly decide
whether safety precautions are compromised
and what further measures are needed.
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Two giant magnetoresistance (GMR) crankshaft
and camshaft sensors
from Allegro Microsystems are for hybrid vehicle engines.
The ATS16951 (crankshaft) and ATS16351
(camshaft) sensors can be
used in two-wheelers, offroad vehicles and application designs requiring
extended air gap performance.
With a claimed up to
40% better edge repeatability and lower amounts
of jitter compared with
competing and legacy
products, the ATS16951
back-biased sensor can
help automakers increase
fuel efficiency with
higher-precision ignition
and valvetrain timing. Its
large air gap simplifies
design-in, expands design
margin and tolerance ca-

pability, and facilitates a
wider range of sensor installation locations.
With an air gap that’s
50% larger than existing
options, the ATS16351
also improves design-in
flexibility and stray field
immunity. Its differential
GMR architecture is said
to provide a level of immunity not available in
legacy or competing
products.
Both include a target
profile diagnostic feature,
which makes it possible
to assess a target during
manufacturing and detect
any subtle tooth anomalies before an engine is
installed into a vehicle,
helping prevent potential
warranty returns and increasing customer satisfaction.
The ATS16951 is a
drop-in replacement for
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existing
Hall-effect
crankshaft sensors. It includes a programmable
pulse location between
the centre or edge of the
target feature, along with
eeprom-programmable
performance optimisations and production
traceability.
The ATS16351 is programmable, to let manufacturers optimise performance to a wide variety of engine designs.

Monolithic integration
makes it possible for both
sensors to achieve insystem performance and
accurate speed and position detection.
The integrated, single
over-mould
package
common to both devices
helps designers reduce
design complexity and
simplify the development
process, and allows suppliers to standardise production lines.
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